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IPO 

 

 1 IP405 IPO leather arm sleeve left  
  IP406 IPO leather arm sleeve right 
 
 2 IP410 IPO young dog sleeve leather shoulder protector  
 
 3 IP200 IPO young dog arm sleeve jute with iron handle 
  IP205 IPO young dog arm sleeve jute with iron handle and handle in back 
 
 4 IP210 IPO young dog arm sleeve jute with iron handle (use with shoulder protector) 
  IP215 IPO young dog arm sleeve jute with iron handle and handle in back (use with shoulder protector) 
 
 5 IP600 IPO bite pillow jute with 3 handles 
  
 6 IP650 IPO bite pillow cotton nylon with 3 handles  
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 1 IP020 IPO sleeve cover jute  
  
 2 IP120 IPO sleeve cover jute with handle in back 
 
 3 IP025 IPO sleeve cover jute with electric 
  IP125 IPO sleeve cover jute with electric and handle in back 
   
 4 IP030 IPO sleeve cover jute with bite place correctors  
  IP130 IPO sleeve cover jute with bite place correctors and handle in back 
  IP135 IPO sleeve cover jute with bite place correctors, electric and handle in back  
 
 5 IP320 IPO sleeve cover cotton nylon 
  IP520 IPO sleeve cover cotton nylon with handle in back   
  IP325 IPO sleeve cover cotton nylon with electric 
  IP525 IPO sleeve cover cotton nylon with electric and handle in back 
  IP330 IPO sleeve cover cotton nylon with bite place correctors 
  IP530 IPO sleeve cover cotton nylon with bite place correctors and handle in back 
  IP535 IPO sleeve cover cotton nylon with bite place correctors, electric and handle in back 
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 1  IP570 wooden dumbbell 150 gr.    4 IP420     IPO padded leather stick 
    IP575 wooden dumbbell 250 gr.     
   IP580 wooden dumbbell 400 gr.    5 IP425     IPO padded leather whip   
   IP585 wooden dumbbell 650 gr.      
   IP590 wooden dumbbell 1000 gr.   6 IP430     IPO Teflon whip  
   IP595  wooden dumbbell 2000 gr.      IP435     replacement whip 
           IP440     replacement popper for whip 
 2 IP500 IPO bal S with handle      
  IP505 IPO bal M with handle    7 SL300    leather bottcher riveted 20mm  
  IP510 IPO bal L with handle     SL350    leather bottcher sewn 20mm 
                 
 3 IP501 IPO bal S      8 SL400    nylon bottcher sewn 25mm 
  IP506 IPO bal M 
  IP511 IPO bal L 
   
  


